
Oakley NXTLVL with Prizm
Gaming lenses, Satin Black
252097

NXTLVL is Oakley's first eyewear designed for adult
gamers. It has Prizm Gaming 2.0 lenses and a
lightweight O-Matter frame. The unique temple
architecture is headset-compatible and the design allows
for an unobstructed field-of-view.

Time to elevate the game with NXTLVL, Oakley’s first adult eyewear designed specifically for adult gamers but now
available or non-prescription wearers and optimized for gaming with Prizm Gaming 2.0 lenses. The unique temple
architecture is crafted to provide a comfortable, long-lasting fit while wearing headsets. NXTLVL also features a
lightweight O-Matter™ front combined with mixed O-Matter and C-5 temples, and Unobtainium® nosepads and
earsocks for personalized comfort that will keep you playing without distraction or discomfort. A larger square lens
shape is designed to provide an unobstructed field-of-view for a best-in-class gaming experience.

Key features

    •  DESIGN - The game has changed sports are no longer on field, there on screens to. This frame is designed to fit
under headphones with minimal obstruction.
    •  FRAME MATERIAL - Durable and lightweight O-Matter front with mixed O-Matter/C-5 temples designed to fit
under headphones with minimal obstruction.
    •  ADJUSTABLE FIT TEMPLES - Adjustable temple tips so you can easily bend and fit behind your ear for
maximum comfort while maintaining retention.
    •  HEADSET COMPATABLE - Soft earsocks over thin C-5 temples are designed designed  to fit under headphones
with minimal obstruction to help provide a seamless and comfortable fit while wearing headsets.
    •  PRIZM GAMING 2.0 RX - Available with Oakley Authentic Prescription Prizm Gaming 2.0 lenses that come
laser etched with the ellipse logo on left wearing lens for proof of Oakley authenticity and quality.
    •  TRUBRIDGE SPORT - TruBridge Sport Unobtainium for best in class fit and no-slip retention
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EAN: 0888392597229

Manufacturer number: OO9249-01

Product weight: 0.06 kilograms
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